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Increasing Returns and Long-Run Growth 

Paul M. Romer 
L r r ~ r z ~ e r ~ z f ~04Koche\fer 

This paper presents a fullv specified model of long-run growth in 
which krlowledge is assumeti to be an input in production that has 
increasing marginal productivity. It is essentially a comy?etitive equi- 
libriurn model with endogenous techilological change. In contrast lo 
models based on diminislhing returns, growth rates can be increasing 
over time. the effects of small disturbarlces can be amplified by the 
actions of private agents, and large countries may always grow faster 
than srnall courttries. Long-run evidence is offered in support of the 
empirical relevance of these possibilities. 

I. Introduction 

Because of its simplicity, the aggregate growth model analyzed by 
Kamsey (1928), <:ass (1965),and Iiooprnans (1965)continues to form 
the basis for much of the intuition ecollornists have about long-run 
growth. 'I'he rate of return on investment and the rate of growth of 
per capita output are expected to be decreasing functions of the level 
of the per capita capital stock. Over time, wage rates and capital-labor 
ratios across different countries are expected to converge. Conse- 
cjuently. initial conditions or current disturbances have 110 long-run 
effect on the level of o~i tputand consumption. For example. an exog-
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enous reduction in the stock of capital in a giver1 country will cause 
prices for capital assets to increase and will therefore induce an offset- 
ting increase in investment. In the absence of technological change. 
per capita output should converge to a steady-state value with no per 
capita growth. All these presun~ptions follow directly from the as- 
sumption of dimir~ishing returns to per capita capital in the prodtic- 
tion of per capita output. 

The model px-oposeci here offers an alternative view of' long-run 
prospects for growth. In a fullv specified competitive ecjuilibriurn, per 
capita output can grow without bound, possibly at a I-ate that is mono- 
tortically increasing over time. The rate of i~~vest~ttent. and the rate of 
return on capital may increase rather than decrease with increases in 
the capital stock. The le\.el of per capita output in different co~i~ltries 
neeti not converge; growth may be persistently sloiver in less devel- 
oped countries and may even fail to take place at all. These results do 
not depend on any kind of exoge~lously specified tech~lical change or 
differences between countries. Yrefererlces and the technology are 
stationary and identical. Even the size of the population can be held 
cortstant. What is crucial for all of these results is a departure from the 
usual assumption of diminishing returns. 

\Vhile exogenous technological change is ruled out, the rriodel here 
car1 be viewed as an equilibrium model of endogenous technological 
change in which long-run growth is driven primarily by the acct~rnula- 
tiorl of knowlecige by forward-looking, profit-maximizinh 7 d, g,rents. 
This focus on knowledge as the basic form of capital suggests natural 
changes in the formulation of the standar-d aggregate growth model. 
In contrast to physical capital that cat1 be produced one for one frorn 
forgone output, new knowledge is asstimed to be the product of a 
research technology that exhibits dimirtishirtg returns. That is. given 
the stock of krlowledge at a point in time, doubling the inputs into 
research will not double the amount of new knowledge produced. In 
addition, investment in knowletfge suggests a natural externality. The 
creation of newi knowledge by one firm is assrimed to have a positive 
exterrlal effect on the production possibilities of' other firms because 
knowledge cannot be perfectly patented or  kept secret. Most impor- 
tant, production of corisumption goods as a function of the stock of 
knowledge and other inputs exhibits increasing returns: more pre- 
cisely, knowledge ma)- have an increasing marginal product. In con- 
trast to models in which capital exhibits dimirlishing niargirlal protfuc- 
tivity,  knowledge will grow without bound. Even if all other inputsare 
held constant, it will not be optimal to stop at some steady state where 
krlowledge is constant anct no new research is undertaken. 

'I'hese three elements-externalities. iricreasirig returns in the pro- 
duction of o~ltptit, and decreasing returns in the production of new 
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knowledge-combine to produce a well-specified cornpetitive equilib- 
rium rnodel of growth. Despite the presence of increasing returns, a 
competitive ec~uilibrium with externalities will exist. 'This equilibrium 
is not Pareto optimal, but it is the outcome of a well-behaved positive 
model and is capable of explaining historical growth in the absence of 
government intervention. The presence of the externalities is essen- 
tial for the existence of an e(jui1ibrium. 1)irninishing returns in the 
production of knowledge are requireti to ensure that consumption 
and utility do not grow too fast. But the key feature in the reversal of 
the standard results about growth is the assumption of increasing 
rather than decreasing marginal productivity of the intangible capital 
good knowledge. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 11 traces briefly the his- 
tory of the idea that increasing returns are important to the explana- 
tion of long-run growth and describes some of the conceptual 
difficulties that impeded progress toward a for-ma1 model that relied 
on increasing returns. Section 111 presents empirical evidence in sup- 
port of the model proposed here. Section I V  presents a stripped-
down, two-period version of the nlodel that illustr-ates the tools that 
;ire used to analyze an equilibrium with externalities and increasing 
returns. Section V presents the analysis of the infinite-horizon, con- 
tinuous-time version of the model, characterizing the social optimum 
and the cornpetitive equilibrium, both with and without optimal taxes. 

The primary motivation for the choice of continuous time and the 
restriction to a single state variable is the ease with which qualitative 
results can be derived using the geometry of the phase plane. 111 
particular, once functional fOr.111~for 1)rod~1ctioti and preferences 
have been specitied, useful qui~litative information about the dynam- 
ics of the social optimum or the suboptimal competitive equilibriunl 
can be extracted using simple algebra. Section \'I presents several 
examples that illustrate the extent to which conventional presump- 
tions about growth rates, asset prices, and cross-country comparisons 
may be reversed in this kind of economy. 

11. Historical Origins and Relation to Earlier Work 

'The idea that increasing returns are central to the explanation of 
long-run growth is at least as old as Adam Smith's story of the pin 
factory. iyith the introduction by Alfred kfarshall of the distinction 
between internal and external economies, it appeared that this expla- 
nation could be given a consistent, competitive equilibrium interpre- 
tation. The 11lost prominent such attempt was made by .-\llyn Young 
in his 1928 presidential address to the Economics arid Statistics sec- 
tion of the British Associatiorl for the Advancement of Science 



(Young IiIliY). Subsequent economists (e.g., Hicks 1960; Kaldor 
1981) have credited Young with a fundamental insight about growth, 
but because of the verbal nature of his argument and the difficulty of 
formulating explicit dynamic models, no formal motlel embodying 
that insight was developed. 

Because of the technical difficulties presented by dyriamic rnoclels, 
Xfarshall's concept of increasing returns that are external to a firni but 
internal to an industry wr;ts most widely useti in static models, espe- 
cially in the field of international trade. In the 1'120s the logical consis- 
tency and relevance of these models began to be seriously challenged, 
in particrllar by Frank Knight, who had been a student of Young's at 
(:ornell.' S~tbsecjuertt work demonstrated that it is possible to con- 
struct consistent, general equilibrium rnociels with perfect competi- 
tion, increasing returns, and externalities (see. e.g., Chipman 1970). 
Yet Knight was at least partially correct in objecting that the concept 
of increasing returns that are external to the firm was vacuous, an 
"e~nptyeconomic box" (Knight 1925). Following Smith, Marshall. and 
Young, most authors justified the existence of illcreasing returns on 
the basis of increasing specialization and the division of labor. I t  is 
now clear that these changes in the organization of [~roduction cannot 
be rigorously treated as techrlological externalities. Formally. in-
creased specialization opens new markets and intr-otluces new goods. 
All producers in the industry may benefit from the introduction of 
these goods. hut thev are goods, not technological externalities.' 

Despite the ot)jections raised by Knight, static- rnotlels of increasing 
returns with externalities have been widelv used in international 
trade. vI'ypically. firm output is simply assumed to be increasing, or 
unit cost decreasing. in aggregate industry output. See Helpman 
(1984) for a recent survey. Renewed interest in dynamic rnodels of 
grov th driven by incre;ising returns was sparked in the 1960s follow- 
ing the publication of Arrow's (1962) paper on learning by doing. In 
his model, the producti~ it) of a given firm is assumed to be an increas- 
ing filrictiorl of cumulative aggregate investment for the industry. 
Avoiding the issues of specialization and the division of labor, Arrow 
argued that increasing returns arise because new knowledge is discov- 
ered as investment and production take place. The increasing returns 
were external to individual firms because such knowledge became 
publicly known. 

-1-0 forn1;tlize his model. Arrow hati to face two problems that arise 

For. an accourir of the develop~nent of Young's i d e a  and of' his corresponcienc-e 
kit11 Ktright. sre Ulitch (1983). 
'For a tr.e;trnlerlt of' increasing retur-ns based ~ ) I Ispecialiratrorl, see Ethier (1982). 

Altliougl~ the tllodel there is esset~tially static, it denlonstl.ates how specialiratiotl cat1 be 
inrrotir~c-edi l l  ;r dit!et.ent~ated product\ frarrlewol.k t lnde~ itrlperfect competitio~l. 

I 
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in any optimizing rnodel of growth iri the presence of increasi~lg 
retur-ns. 'The first. familiar from static models, concerris the existence 
of ;t competitive ecluilibrium; as is now clear, if the increasing returns 
are external to the firm, an equilibrium can exist. The second prob- 
lcni, unic~ne to dynamic optimizing models, concerns the existence of 
a social optimum and the finiteness of objective functions. In a stan- 
dard optimizing grokvth model that vnaxinlizes a disco~lrlted sum or 
iritegral over an infinite horizon, the presence of increasing returns 
raises the possibility that feasible consumption paths rnay grow so fast 
that the objective fiinction is not finite. An optimum car1 fail to exist 
even in the sense of an overtaking criterion. In the rnodel of Arrow 
and its elaborations by Levhari (I<)6iia. 19G6h) and Sheshinski (1967). 
this difficulty is avoided by assuming that output as a function of 
capital and labor exhibits increasing returns to scale but that the mar- 
ginal proci~~ct of' capital is diminishing given a fixecl supply of labor. 
As a result, the rate of growth of output is limited by the I-ate of 
growth of the labor force. Interpreted as an aggregate model of 
growth (rather than as a model of a specific industry), this model leads 
to the ernpirically questionable implication that the rate of growth of 
per capita output is a monotonically increasing function of the rate of 
growth of the population. Like conventional rnodels with diminishing 
returns, it predicts that the rate of growth in per capita consumption 
must go to zero in an economy with zero population growth. 

I 'he rnodel proposed here departs from both the Ramsey-Cass- 
Koopmans model and the Arrow rnotfel by assuming that knowledge 
is a capital good with an increasing marginal product. I'roduction of 
the consumption good is assumed to be globally convex, not concave, 
as a f'unctio~i of' stock of kriowledge when all other inputs are held 
constant. .A finite-valued social optimurn is guaranteed to exist be- 
cause ot ctiminishirlg returns in the research technology, which imply 
the existence of' a rnaximurn, technologically feasible rate of growth 
for knowledge. 'I-his is turn implies the existence o f a  maximum feasi- 
ble rate of growth for pet- capita output. Over time, the rate of growth 
of output rnay be morlotoriically increasing, but it cannot exceed this 
upper bound. 

C'za~ua (1965) ctescribes an optimizirlg growth model in which both 
intangible human capital and physical capital can be produced. In 
some respects. the human capital resembles knowledge as described 
in this paper, but Uzawa's model does not possess any form of increas- 
ing returns to scale. Instead, it consider-s a burtierline case of constant 
returns to scale with linear productiorl of'human capital. In this case, 
unbountled growth is possible. Asymptotically. output and both types 
of' capital grow at the same constant I-ate. Other optimizing models 
took the rate of technological change as exogenously given (e.g., Shell 



19656). Various descriptive rnotlels of growth with elements similar to 
those used here were also proposed during the 19(iOs (e.g., I'helps 
1966; von Wiezsicker 1966; Shell 1 9 6 7 ~ ) .  Knowledge is accumulated 
by devoting resources to research. Production of col~sumption goods 
exhibits coristant returns as a function of tangible inputs (e.g., physi- 
cal capital and labor) and therefore exhibits increasing returns as a 
function of' tangible and intangible iriputs. Privately produced knowl- 
edge is in some cases assumed to be partially revealed to other agents 
in the economy. Because the descriptive models d o  riot use explicit 
objective fl~nctions, questions of existence are generally avoided, and 
a full welfare analysis is not possible. hloreover, these rnodels tend to 
be relatively restrictive, usually constructed so that the analysis could 
I)e carried out i11 terms of steady states arid constant growth rate 
pitths. 

Contin~ious-time optimization problems witti some form of increas- 
ing returns are studied in papers by LVeitzman (1970), Dixit, hlirrlees, 
and Sterrl (19751, and Skiba (1978). Similar issues are corisidered fbr 
cliscrete-time models in Majurndar and Mitra (1982, 1983) and 1)e- 
chert and Nishimur;~ (198:3). These papers differ from the model 
here primarily because they are not concernecf with the existence o f a  
competitive equilibrium. Xloreover, in all these papers. the technical 
;tpproach used to grove the existence of' an optirrium is different from 
that used here. 'I'hey rely on either bounded instantaneous utility iT(c-) 
or  bourlds on the degree of' increasing returns in the problem; for 
example, the I>]-oduction function f(k) is assumed to be such that f(k)/k 
is bounded from above. 'l'he results here do  not rely on either ofthese 
kinds of restrictions: in fact, one of the most irlterestirlg exa~nples 
analyzed in Section C'I violates both of these restrictions. Instead, the 
approach used here relies on the assumptions made concer~iing the 
reseal-ctl tecliliology; tlie dinlinishing returns in research ivill limit 
the rate of growth of tlie state variable. .A general proof that restric- 
tions o n  the rate of growth of the state variable are silfficient to prove 
the existerlce of an optimum for a continuous-tiine maximization 
prohlem with nonconvexities is given in Komer (1'186). 

Because ari equilil,r-ium for tlie model pi-oposed he]-e is a competi- 
tive equilibrium wit11 externalities, the analysis is formally similar to 
that used in clynamic models with more conventional kirltls of exter-
nalities (e.g., Brock 1977; I-lochrnan and Hochrnan 1980). It also has a 
c.lose for-ma1 similarity to perfect-foresiglit Sidrauski models of money 
clernanci arid inflation (BI-ock 1'175) and to symmetric Nasfi ecjuilibria 
for dynamic p r n e s  (e.g., Hansen, Epple, and Koberds 1985). 111 each 
case, an equilibviurn is calculated not by solving a social planning 
problem hilt rather by consiclering the maximization problem of an 
inclivitlual agent who takes as given the path of some endoge~iously 
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ctetermined aggregate variable. In  the conventional analysis of exter- 
nalities, the focus is generallv o n  the social optimum and the set of 
taxes necessary to support i t  as a competitive equilibrium. IVhile this 
question is actdressed fill- this growth model, the discussion places 
more stress on the cfial-acterization of the cvmpetiti\,e equilihr-ium 
x\.itfloiit intervention since it is the most reasonable positive model of 
observed historical growtki. One  of the main contributiorrs of this 
paper is to demonstrate how the analysis of this kind of suboptimal 
equilibrium can proceed using Gtmiliar tools like a phase plane even 
ttiough tile equations desc.ribing tlie erjuilibriu~n cannot he derived 
from any stationary 1n;txirnization pl-oblerri. 

111. Motivation and Evidence 

Because theories of long-run growth assume away any variation in 
output attrit)utable to business cycles, it is difficult to judge the enlpir- 
ical success of' these theories. Even if one could resolve the theoretical 
ambiguity about llow to filter the cycles out of'tlie data and to extract 
the component ttiat growth theory seeks to explain, the longest avail- 
;ible time series d o  not have enough observations to allow PI-ecise 
estirrtates of low-frequency components o r  long-run trends. \Yhen 
data aggregated into decades rather ttiarr years are used. tlie pattern 
of growth in the V~lited States is quite variable and is apparently still 
influenced by cyclical movements in output (see fig. 1). Cross-country 
cornpirisons of' growth rates are complicated by tile difficulty of con- 
trolling for political anti social var-ialjles that appear to strongly in- 
ftuence the groxvth process. IVith these cjualitications in mind. it is 
usef~il to ask whether there is anything in the ctata that shoulct cause 
ec~norriists to ~ h o o s e  a motlel with dirninistiing returns, tallirlg I-ates 
of growth, and convergence across countries 1-atlier than an altel-na- 
tive without these teatur-es. 

C:onsider first tile long-run trend in the growtti rate of productivity 
or  per capita gross tlornestic product ((;LIP). Orre revealing way to 
consider the long-run evidence is to distinguisti at any point in time 
hetween the country that is the "Ieacler~," that is, that lias the higtiest 
level of' productivity, and all other c-ountries. (;I-owtli for. ;I country 
that is not a leader will ~.etiect at least in par-t the pr-ocess of'imitation 
and transmission of existing knowlecige, whereas the growth rate of 
the leader- gives some indication of' growtii at the frontier of' knowl-
edge. Usirlg G1)P per- man-hour as his measure of productivity, Mad-
dison (1982) identifies three countries that have been leaders since 
1'700, the Netherlands, tlie Ynited Kingdorn, and tlie L'nited States. 
Table 1 reports his estirnatc.~ of the rate of' growth of productivity in 
each country during the interval when it  was the leader. When tire 



Settiel-l,tr~cts 1700- 1745 
rriiteci liir~gcloil~ 1785.- 1820 
I'nitetl Kitigtlorri 1820-90 
L'llitcci States 1890--1979 

productivity growth rate is measured over intervals several cfecades 
long ancl coriiparc.ci 0i.t.r alniost 3 centuries, tfie evidence clearly sug- 
gests that it has been increasing, not decreasing. 'The r-ate of growth of 
productivity increases monotonically f1.or11 essentially zero growth in 
eighteenth-century Netherlands to 2.3 percent per year since 1890 in 
the United States. 

Sirnilar evidence is apparent froin data for individual co~ultries 
over sliorter Iior-izons. ?'able 2 reports growth rates in per capita GI)P 
for- the Ijnited States over five subperiods f'rorn 1800 to 1978. (The  
raw data used here are frorri Maridison [ 19791.) I'hese rates also sug- 
gest a positive rather than a negative trend, but tneasrlrirlg growth 
rates over 40-year intervals Iiicles a substantial aniount of'year-to-year-
or  eveti ciecacte-to-decade variation in the rate of growth. Figure 1 
presents the average growth rate over the interval 1800- 1839 (fbr 
bvtiich no intervening data are available) ant+ fbr the subsequent 14 
decades. Ictentifying a long-run trend in rates measureci over decades 
is more prot)lematical in this case, but it is straightforward to apply a 
simple noriparametric test for trend. 

'I'ahle 3 reports tire results of this kintl of test for trenci in the per 
capita r:tte of' growth in (;1)P for several countl-ies using raw data 

. -- .. .-.-
~ 

Average Arl~iual Compour~ci 
Growth  Rate of Real 

luttri-vai pel. Capita (;Ill' (74) 
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F I ~ . .1.--.Alerage aiir~tlsl compound growth rate of per. capita GL)P i t )  the I;tlited 
States tor rlie interval 1800-1899 anti tor 14 subsequent tiecacies. Data are taken horn 
Sfaddison ( 1979). 

fro111 5Zaddison (1979). The sample ir~cludes all countries for which 
continuous observations on per capita GDP are available starting no 
later than 1870. As for the data for the United States graphed in 
figure 1, the growth rates used in the test for trend are meast~red over 
decades where possible. The statistic n gives the sample estimate of 
the prottability that, for any two randomly chosen decades, the later 
decade has a higher growth rate. 

Despite the variability evident from figure 1,  the test for trend for 
the United States permits the rejection of the null hypothesis of a 
norlpositive trend at conventional significance levels. This is true even 
though growth over the 4 decades from 1800 to 1839 is treated as a 
single observation. However. re,jection of the null hypothesis depends 
critically on the use of a sufficiently long data series. If  we drop the 
observation on growth between 1800 and 1839, the estimate of n 
drops from .(isto .63 and the p-value increases from .03 to . I  I." If we 
further restrict attention to the 11 decades from 1870 to 1978, n 
ctrops to .56 and the p-value increases to .29, so it  is not surprisir~g that 
studies that focus on the period since 1870 tend to emphasize the 

''The  p-value gives the probability of observing a value of at least as large as tlir 
repor-ted ~ a l u e  undel- the null hypotliesis that the true probability is ..5. 
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Date of 
Fil-st Numbel. ot' 

Observation 0hst.r-vations 1~ p-Value 

L:nitrtl Kii1gtiom 
France 
Denmar.k 
L'nitrcl States 
(;ermany 
Swede11 
Italy 
Aust~-alia 
Norway 
Japan 
Canada 

No1 t.-TI19 the 5ao1ple ectnriate for rarh country of the pn>l,abtltty that. f t ~ rany two ~ ~ o r r t h  rdtcr. tlic latcr one is 
larger. 1he p-valur 15 rttr probability of  t,hservtng a ,slur uf n at leait as large as 'tie c,t~rerved value under the null 
h ~ ~ o t i i e a i s  1s 5 Except In tire edily )ears that the true p r ~ , b ~ b ~ l t t v  ddtd are rparsr. per capi1.t rates of growth of  
GDP xL.rc rriracured *nersocirssi\e c l ~ i a d e s  (Onls two i , b s e r ~ a r t ~ ~ r i ~  ( ~ ngroutit r,r!rr drr a\.rtIabie lei- trance prior 
tu 1820, for the I:rntrd Ktiigdorii, onl, two piror to 1801). for tht. L'n~ted Slate%. rnnlv one fro111I800 to 1840 ) F O I  the 
cnlcula!r~~ni , l  the b-\aiot., sce Kmdali 119621 Data are frorii Maddirori (I!ii9) 

constancy of growth rates in the United States. Rejection does not 
appear to depend 0 x 1  the use of the rate of growth in per capita GDP 
rather thari the rate of growth of productivity. Reliable rneasures of 
the W O I - ~force prior to 1840 are not available: but using data from 
Kuznets j 197 1) for the period 1830-1960 and from the 1984 Eco-
nomic Report of the President for 1960-80, one can construct a simi- 
lar test for trend in the rate of growth of productivity over successive 
decades. The results of this test, n equal to .64 with a p-value of . lo ,  
correspond closely to those noted above for growth in per capita (;DP 
over the similar interval, 1840- 1978. 

Over the entire saniple of 11 countries, the estimated val~ie for n 
ranges from .58 to .81, with a p-value that ranges froni .25 to ,002. 
Five out of 1 1 of the p-values are less than .05, permitting rejection at 
the 5 percent level in a one-sided test of the null hypothesis that there 
is a nonpositive treritl in the growth rate; eight out of 11 permit 
rejection at the 10 percent level. 

For less developed countries, no comparable long-run statistics on 
per capita inconle are available. Reytlolds ( 1983) gives an overview of 
the pattern of development in such countries. Given the pa~icity of 
precise data for less developed countries. he focuses or1 the "turning 
point" at which a country first begins to exhibit a persistent upward 
trend in per capita income. The tinling of this transition and the pace 
of subsequent growth are strongly iilfluenced by the variations in the 
world economy. A general pattern of historically uriprecetfented 



growth for the world econolny is evident starting in the last part of the 
1800s and continuing to the present. 'I'his general pattern is inter- 
rtil~ted by a sig~lificant slowdown during the years between the two 
world wars arid by a remarkable surge frorn I-oughly 1950 to 1973. 
Worldwide gr-owtli since 1973 has been slow only by cornparison with 
that surge and appears to have returned to the high rates that pre- 
vailed in the period from the late 1800s to 1914. 

Although all less developed countries are affected by the worltiwicie 
economy, the effects are riot uniform. For our purposes, the key 
observation is that those countries with Inore extensive prior develop- 
ment appear to benefit more from periods of rapid worldwide growth 
and suffer less during any slowdown. That is, growth rates appear to 
be increasing not only as a function of calendar time but also as a 
function of the level of developnient. The observation that rnore tfe- 
veloped conntries appear to grow relativelv faster extends to a com-
parison of' irldustrializeti versus less developed countries as well. In 
the period fro111 1950 to 1980, when official estimates for CDP are 
generally available, Reynoltls reports that the meciian rate of growth 
of per capita income for his sample of 4 1 less developed countries was 
2.3 percent, "clearly below the rneciian for the Ok:(:D countries for 
the same period" (p. 975). 

If it is true that growth rates are not negatively correlated with the 
level of per capita output or capital, then there should be no tendency 
for the dispersion in the (logarithm of the)' level of per capita income 
to decrease over time. ?'here should be no tendetlcy toward conver- 
gence. This contradicts a widespread inipessiori that convergence in 
this sense has been evident, especially since the Second World iVar. 
St~.eissler (1979) offers evidence about the source of this impression 
and its robustness. For each year from 19.50 to 1974, he measures tile 
\.ariance across countl.ies of the logarithm of the level of' per capita 
income. In a sample of ex post industrialized countries, those coun- 
tries with a level of per capita inconre of at least $2,700 in 1974. clear 
evidence of a decrease in the dispersion over time is apparent. In a 
sample of ex ante industrialized countries. countries with a per capita 
income of at least $350 in 1950, no evidence of a decrease in the 
variance is appar-ent. The first sample differs from the second be- 
cause it includes Japan and excludes Argentina, Chile, Ireland, 
Puerto Rico, arid Venezuela. As one would expect, truncating the 
sample at the end biases the trend towarci decreasing dispersion (and 

' Examining the tlispersion in the logarithm of' the level of' per capita Income, 11ot 
disp'rsion in the level itself', is the correct war t o  rest for convergence in the g i -o~ t l l  
rates. If the rate of gro'ivth were constant across cou11t1.ies that start from different 
le\els. the tlispersion in the logarithn~ of the levels %ill srav constant. btlt dispt.rsio~i in 
the leteis will increase. 



at the beginning toward increasing dispersion). When a sample of all 
possible countries is used, there is no evidence of a decrease in vari- 
ance, but the interpretation of this result is complicated by the chang- 
ing number of countries in the sample in each year due to data lirnita- 
tions. 

Baunlol ( 1985) reports similar results. When countries are grouped 
into industrialized, intermediate, centrally planned, and less tievel- 
opeti economies, he argues that there is a tendency toward conver- 
gence in the level of productivity within groups, even though there is 
no tendency towarti overall convergence. 'The tendency toward con- 
vergence is clear only- in his group of industrialized economies, which 
corresponds closely to the sample of ex post industrialized countries 
considered by Streissler. In any case, he finds no obvious pattern in 
his entire sample of countries: if anything, there is a weirk tendency 
towarti divergence.' 

The other kind of evidence that bears tiirectly on the ass~~nrption of 
increasing returns in production comes from growth accounting ex- 
ercises and the estitnation of aggregate production functions. Econo- 
mists believe that virtually all technical change is endogenous, the 
outcome of deliberate actions taken by economic agents. If so and if 
production exhibits constant returns to scale, one would expect to be 
able to account for the rate of growth of output in terms of the rates 
of growth of all inputs. 'The difficulty in inlplenlerlting a direct test of 
this assertion lies in correctly measuring all the inputs to production, 
especially for i~ltangible capital inputs such as knowledge. I n  a com- 
prehensive attempt to account for the rates of growth in output in 
terms o f  rates of growth of ;ill inputs, including human and nonhu- 
man. tangible anti intangible stocks of capital, Kendrick (1976) con- 
cludeti that rates of' growth of inputs are not sufficient to explain the 
rate of growth of output in the 40-year interval 1'329-69. For various 
sectors and levels of aggregation, the rate of growth of output is 1.06-
1.30 times the appropriate aggregate rneasure of the rate of growth 
for inputs. 'I'his kind of estimate is subject to substantial, unquantified 
uncertainty and cannot be taker1 as decisive support for the presence 
of increasing returns. But given the repeated failure of this kinti of 
gt-owth accounting exercise, there is no basis in the data for excluding 
the possibility that aggregate production functions are best described 
as exhibiting increasing returns. 

' B'iurnol (198.5) argues tiiat the convergence he observes anlong the intit~strialireti 
countr-ies results from a transmission PI-ocesstbr knowletlge that takes place among the 
intiustt-ializeci countries but does not extent1 to centrally planned o r  less developect 
countries. He \vt.ould not agree that the apparent contergence is an artifact of an ex post 
1 hoic-e o f  the intt~~strialireri countr ia .  Since he does not tt.eat this issue clir-ectly. it is 
ciiffic-ult to resolre it from his data. He does atinlit that his groupings are "sorne\chat 
at-bitta n . "  
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IV. A Simple Two-Period Model 

Even in the presence of increasing returns and externalities, calculat- 
ing a social optimum is conceptually straightforward since it is equiva- 
lent to solving a maximization problem. Standard mathematical re- 
sults can be used to show that a maximum exists and to characterize 
the solution by means of a set of necessary conditions. Despite the 
presence of global increasing returns, the model here does have a 
social optimum. The next section illustrates how it can be supported 
as a competitive equilibrium using a natural set of taxes and subsidies. 
This optimum is of theoretical and normative interest, but it cannot 
be a serious candidate for describing the observed long-run behavior 
of per capita output. T o  the extent that appropriate taxes and sub- 
sidies have been used at all, they are a quite recent phenomenon. 

The model here also has an equilibrium in the absence of any 
governmental intervention. Much of the emphasis in what follows 
focuses on how to characterize the qualitative features of this subop- 
timal dynamic equilibrium. Although it is suboptimal, the competitive 
equilibrium does satisfy a constrained optimality criterion that can be 
used to simplify the analysis much as the study of the social optimiza- 
tion problem simplifies the analysis in standard growth models. 

The use of a constrained or  restricted optimization problem is not a 
new approach to the analysis of a suboptimal dynamic equilibrium. 
For example, it has been widely used in the perfect-foresight models 
of inflation. Nonetheless, it is useful to describe this method in some 
detail because previous applications do not highlight the generality of 
the approach and because the dynamic setting tends to obscure its 
basic simplicity. Hence, I start by calculating a competitive equilib- 
rium for a greatly simplified version of the growth model. 

Specifically, consider a discrete-time model of growth with two pe- 
riods. Let each of S identical consumers have a twice continuously 
differentiable, strictly concave utility function U ( c l ,c2 ) , defined over 
consumption of a single output good in periods 1 and 2. Let each 
consumer be given an initial endowment of the output good in period 
1. Suppose that production of consumption goods in period 2 is a 
function of the state of knowledge, denoted by k, and a set of addi- 
tional factors such as physical capital, labor, and so forth, denoted by 
a vector x . ~'10 restrict attention to a choice problem that is essentially 

" For most of the subsequent discussion, k will be treated as a stock of disembodied 
knowledge, i.e., knowledge in books. This is merely an expositional convenience and is 
not essential. For example, if one wants to assume that all knowledge is embodied in 
some kind of tangible capital such as conventional physical capital or human capital, k 
can be reinterpreted throughout as a composite good made up of both knowledge and 
the tangible capital good. 
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one-dimensio~~al,assume that only the stock of knowletlge can be 
augmented; the factors represented by x are available in fixed supply. 
To capture the basic idea that there is a trade-off between consump- 
tion today and knowledge that can be used to produce more con- 
sumption tomorrow, assume that there is a research technology that 
produces knowledge from forgone consumption in period 1. Because 
the economy here has only two periods, we need not be concernect 
with the problem that arises in an infinite-horizon model when con- 
sumption grows too fast and discounted utility goes to infinity. 'Thus 
we do not need diminishing returns in research to limit the rate of 
growth of knowledge. anci we can choose a simple linear technology 
with units such that one unit of forgone consunlption produces one 
unit of knowledge. A rnore realistic diminishing returns research 
technology is describeci in the infinite-horizon model presented in the 
next section. 

Since newly produced private knowledge can be only partially kept 
secret and cannot be patented, we can represent the technology of 
firm i in ternis of a twice continuously differentiable prodriction func- 
tion F that depends on the firm-specific inputs k, arid x ,  and on the 
aggregate level of knowledge in the economy. If "V is the number of 
firms, define this aggregate level of knowledge as K = Z z ,  k , .  

The first r~iajor assumption on the protluction function F(k,,K,x,) is 
that, for any fixed value of K,F is concave as a function of k ,  and x, .  
Without this assumption, a competitive equilibrium will not exist in 
general. Once concavity is granted, there is little loss of generality in 
assuming that F is homogeneous of degree one iu a function of k, and 
x, when K is held constant; any concave function can be extended to 
be honiogeneous of degree one by adding an additional factor to the 
vector x if necessary (Rockafellar 1970. p. 67). ILlcKenzie (1959) re-
fers to this additiorlal factor as an entrepreneurial factor. I t  can be 
interpreted as an accounting device that transforms any profits into 
factor payments. 

By the homogeneity of F in k,  and x, and by the assumption that F is 
increasing in the aggregate stock of knowledge, K,it follows that F 
exhibits increasing returns to scale. For any 4 > 1,  

F(4k,, 9K, $x,)  > F($k,, K ,  +x,)  = JIF(k,,K,x,) .  

The second 111ajor assumption strengthens this consicierably. I t  re-
quires that F exhibit global increasing marginal prociuctivity of knowl- 
edge fro111 a social point of view. 'That is, for an): fixed x ,  assume that 
F(k, ,Vk, x ) ,  production per firrn available to a dictator who can set 
econonivwide values for k ,  is convex in k ,  not concave. *I'his 
strengthening of the assumption of increasing returns is what clistin- 



guishes the production function used here from the one used in the 
models of Arrow, Levhari, and Sheshinski. 

The equilibrium for the two-period model is a standard competitive 
equilibrium with externalities. Each firm maximizes profits taking K, 
the aggregate level of knowledge, as given. Consumers supply part of 
their endowment of output goods and all the other factors x to firms 
in period I .  With the proceeds, they purchase output goods in period 
2. Consunlers and firms maximize taking prices as given. As usual, 
the assumption that agents treat prices and the aggregate level K as 
given could be rationalized in a model with a continuum of agents. 
Here, it is treated as the usual approximation for a large but finite 
number of agents. Because of the externality, all firms could benefit 
from a collusive agreement to invest more in research. Although this 
agreement would be Pareto-improvi~~g in this model, it cannot be 
supported for the same reasons that collusive agreements fail in mod- 
els without externalities. Each firm would have an incentive to shirk, 
not investing its share of output in research. Even if all existing firms 
could be compelled to comply, for example, by an economywide mer- 
ger, new entrants would still be able to free-ride and underniine the 
equilibrium. 

Because of the assumed homogeneity of F with respect to factors 
that receive compensation, profits for firms will be zero and the scale 
and number of firms will be indeterminate. Consequently, we can 
simplify the notation by restricting attention to an equilibrium in 
which the number of firms, A', equals the number of consumers, S. 
Then per firm and per capita values coincide. Assuming that all firnis 
operate at the same level of output, we can omit firm-specific sub- 
scripts. 

Let x denote the per capita (and per firm) endowment of the fac- 
tors that cannot be augmented; let &denote the per capita endowment 
of the output good in period 1. To  calculate an equilibrium, define a 
family of restricted maximization problems indexed by K: 

P(K):  max c ( c l ,  CP) 

k€[(>. i] 

subject to c l  5 P - k ,  
c2 5 F(k ,  K,  x ) ,  
x 5 x. 

Since C' is strictly concave and F ( k , K ,  x) is concaL e in k and x for each 
value of K, P ( K )will have a unique solution k for each value of K. (The 
solution for x is trivially x.) 111 general, the implied values for c l ,  c2. 

and k have no economic meaning. If K differs from Sk,  then F(k, K, x) 
is not a feasible level of per capita conslimption in period 2. Equilib-
rium requires that the aggregate level of knowledge that is achieved 
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in the economy be consistent with the level that is assumed when firms 
make production decisions. If we define a function F: W -+ W that 
sends K into S times the value of k that achieves the maximum for the 
problem P(K), this suggests fixed points of r as candidates for equilib- 
ria. 

T o  see that any fixed point K* of r can indeed be supported as a 
competitive equilibrium, observe that P(K*) is a concave maximization 
problem with solution k* = K*IS, rf = ? - k*, and c$ = Ffk*, Sk*, x). 
Since it is concave, standard necessary conditions for concave prob- 
lems apply. Let Lf! denote a Lagrangian for P(K*) with multipliers PI,  
p2,and w: 

When an interior solution is assumed, familiar arguments show that p, 
= D,U(cT, c;) for J = 1, 2, that pl  = fiDIF(k*, Sk*, x), and that u~= 

hDsF(k*, Sk*, x ) . ~As always, the shadow prices w and p, can be inter- 
preted as equilibrium prices. 'To see this, consider first the maximiza- 
tion problem of the firm: maxkp2F(k, Sk*, x) - plk - w . x. Since the 
firm takes both prices and the aggregate level Sk* as given, a trivial 
application of the sufficient corlditions for a concave maximization 
problem demonstrates that k* and x are optimal choices for the firm. 
By the homogeneity of F with respect to its first and third arguments, 
profits will be zero at these values. Consider next the problem of the 
consumer. Income to the consumer will be the value of the endow- 
ment, 1 = p l d  + u! . x = p2F(k*, Sk*, %) + pl(E - k*). (The second 
equality follows from the homogeneity of F in k and x.) When the 
necessary conditions p, = D,,U(c?, c$) from the problem P(K*) are 
used, it follows immediately that c: and c z  are solutions to the prob- 
lem max .!Iffl, r2) sul~ject to the budget constraint plcl + p2r25 I.Note 
that the marginal rate of substitution for consumers will equal the 
private marginal rate of transformation perceived by firms, DILJ(cp,  
r$)iD2U(~F,cg) = D,F(k*, Sk*, x). Because of the externality, this dif- 
fers from the true marginal rate of transformation for the economy, 
D,F(k*, Sk*, X) + SD2F(k*, Sk*, a). 

Arguments along these lines can be used quite generally to show 
that a fixed point of a mapping like r defined by a family of concave 
problems P(K) can be supported as a competitive equilibrium with 
externalities. The necessary conditions from a version of the Kuhn- 
Tucker theorem generate shadow prices associated with any solution 
to £'(K). The sufficient conditions for the problems of the consumer 
and the firm can then be used to show that the quantities from the 

'Here. D de~lotesa derivative, D,the partial tierivative with respect to the ith ar-
gument. 
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solution will be chosen in an equilibrium in which these prices are 
taken as given. C:onversely, an argument similar to the usu;tl proof of 
the Pareto optirnality of competitive equilibrium can be ~ised to show 
that any competitive equilibrium with externalities for this kind of 
er:onomy will satisfy the restricted optimality condition implicit in the 
problem P ( K )  (Rorner 1983).'I-hat is, if K* is an equilibrium value of 
aggregate knowletlge, then K*lS will solve the problerri P(K'+).Thus 
equilibria are equivalent to fixed points of the function T. 

'I'his allows an important simplification because it is straightforward 
t o  characterize fixed points of r in terms of the uncierlying functions 
li and F. Substituting the constraints from P ( K ) into the objective and 
using the fact that x will be chosen to be x, ciefine a new function V ( k ,  
K )  = C r ( P  - k ,  F(k ,  K ,  x)).Because of the increasing nlargirral produc- 
tivity of knowledge, V is not a concave function; but for any fixed K ,  it 
is concave in k. Then the optimal choice of k in any problem P ( K ) is 
determined by the equation DI V ( k ,  K )  = 0. Fixed points of r are then 
given by substituting Sk for K and solving D I V ( k ,  S k )  = 0. Given 
functional forrrrs for L: anci F, this equation can immediately be writ- 
ten in explicit form. ?'he analysis can therefore exploit a three-way 
equivalence between competitive equilibria wit11 externalities, fixed 
points of r, and solutions to an explicit equation Dl?'(k, S k )  = 0. 

The key observation in this analysis is that eq~iilibriurn quantities 
car1 be characterized as the solution to a concave maximization prob-
lem. Then prices can be generated from shadow prices or rntxltipliers 
for this problem. 'The cornplete statement of the problem trltist be 
sought simultaneously with its solution because the statement involves 
the equilibrium quantities. But since P ( K ) is a family of concave prob- 
lems, solving sinl~lltaneously for the statelllent of the problem and for 
its solution artlotints to making a simple suhstit~ition in a first-order 
condition. 

V. Infinite-Horizon Growth 

'The analysis of' the infinite-horizon growth model in contitluous tir~ie 
proceeds exactly as in the two-period exanrple above. Intfividual firms 
are assu~ried to have technologies that depend on a path K ( t ) ,  t r 0, 
for aggregate knowlecige. For an arbitrary path K ,  we can consider an 
artificial planning problem P,(K) that irlaxirrrizes the utility of a repre- 
sentative consumer subject to the technology implied by the path K. 
Assutne that preferences over the single consumption good take the 
iisual aclditively separable, discounted form, Jg~ ' (c ( t ) )e -" ( i t ,with 6 > 



0. The filnction CJ is defined over the positive real numbers and can 
have C'(0) equal to a frnite nunlber or to - x ,  for example, when CT(c) 
= In(c). Following the notation from the last section, let F(k(t), K(t), 
x(t))denote the instantaneous rate of output for a firm as a function 
of firm-specific knowledge at time t ,  economywide aggregate knowl- 
edge at time t ,  and the level of all other inputs at t .  '4s before, we will 
assume that all agents take prices as given and that firms take the 
aggregate path for knowledge as given. 

Additional knowledge can be produced by forgoing current con- 
suniption, but the trade-off is no longer assumed to be one-for-one. 
By investing an amount I of forgone consumption in research, a firm 
with a current stock of private knowledge k induces a rate of growth k 
= G(I,k). The function C is assurned to be concave and hornogeneous 
of degree one: the accumulation equation can therefore be rewritten 
in ternis of proportional rates of growth, klk = g(l /k) ,with g(y) = G(y, 
1). .4 crucial additional assumption is that g is bounded from above by 
a constant a.'This i~nposes a strong form of diminishing returns in 
research. Given the private stock of knowledge, the ~nargirlal product 
of additional investment in research, L)g, falls so rapidly that g is 
bounded. An inessential but natural assumption is that g is bounded 
from below by the value g(0) = 0. Knowledge does not depreciate, so 
zero research i~nplies zero change in k; moreover, existing k~lowletfge 
cannot be converted back into consumption goods. As a normaliza- 
tion to fix the rlnits of kno\vleclge, we can specify that Dg(0) = 1;  one 
unit of knowledge is the amount that would be produced by investing 
one unit of consuniption goods at an arbitrarily slow rate. 

.4ssu111e as before that factors other than knowledge are in fixed 
supply. 'Phis implies that physical capital, labor, ant1 the size of the 
population are held constant. If labor were the only other factor in 
the rnociel, exponential poptllation gro~vth cot~lcl be allowed at the 
cost of additional notation; but as was emphasized in the discussion of 
previous mociels, a kev distinguishing feature of this model is that 
population growth is not necessary for unbounded growth in per 
capita incorne. For si~rlplicity it is left out. Allowing for accumulation 
of physical capital woulti be of niore interest, but the presence of two 
state variables ~vould preclude the sirnple geometric characterization 
of the dynanlics that is possible in the case of' one state variable. If 
knowledge and physical capital are assumed to be used in fixed pro- 
portio~is in production, the variable k ( t )  can be interpreted as a corn-
posite capital good. ('This is esserltially the approach used by Arrow 
[I9621 in the learning-by-doing niodel.) Given increasing marginal 
proctuctivity of knowledge, increasing nlarginal productivity of a 
conlposite k would still be possible if the incre;rsing riiarginal produc- 
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tivity of knowledge Jvere sufficient to outweigh the decreasing mar- 
ginal productivity associated with the physical capital. 

Within the restrictions imposed by tractability and simplicity, the 
ass~inlptionson the technology attempt to capture important features 
of actual technologies. As noted in Section 11, estimated aggregate 
prod~iction functions do appear to exhibit some form of increasing 
returns to scale. Assunling that the increasing returns arise because of 
increasing rn;irginal productivity of knowledge accords with the plau- 
sible conjecture that, even with fixed pi>pulation and fixed physical 
capital, knowledge will never reach a level where its marginal product 
is so low that it is no longer worth the trouble it takes to do research. If 
the marginal pr-oduct of knowledge were truly cfiminishing, this 
would imply that Newton, Darwin, and their corlteniporaries rrlined 
the richest veins of ideas and that scientists now must sift through the 
tailings and extract ideas frorn low-grade ore. That knowledge has an 
important public good characteristic is generally I-ecognized.' 'That 
the production of new k~lowletige exhibits some fortn of diminishing 
marginal productivity at any point in tiine should not be controver- 
sial. For exa~nple, even though it rnay be possible to develop the 
knowledge rleedetl to produce usable energy ti-orn nuclear fusion by 
devoting less than 1 percent of annual gross national product (GNP) 
to the research effort over a period of 2 0  years, it is likely that this 
knowledge could not be produced by next year regardless of the size 
of the current research effort. 

Before ttsing necessary corlditions to characterize the solutions to 
either the social optimization problem, denoted as PS,, or  any of the 
artificial optirnizatiot~ proble~rls P,(K). I lll~ist verify that these prob- 
lems have solutions. First I state the problenls precisely. L,et ko denote 
the initial stock of knowledge per firm for the econorny. '4s in the last 
section, I will always work with the same number of firms and con- 
sumers. Because tile choice of x = x is trivial, I suppress this argu- 
ment, writing f(k, K )  = F(k ,K,x) .Also, let %(k) = f ( k ,  Sk )  = F(k ,  Sk, x) 
denote the globally convex (per capita) production function that 
would be faced by a social planner. I n  all problems that follow, the 
constraint k ( t )  2 O for all / L O and the initial condition k ( 0 )  = k,, will 
be understood: 

" See, e.g.. Bet-rlstein artcl Satiil-i (19831tbr esti~rl,ttes fronl the chemical ir1t1ustr.y sug-
ge t ing  th'tt spillo\er ettects can be quite I;ir.ge. 

http:I;ir.ge


subject to -- ( k ( t ) ,  K ( t ) )  - c( t )1 
So t e  that the only difference between these two problems lies in the 

speciticatio~i of the prociuction function. Iri the first case, it is convex 
and irivar-iant over time. In the second, it is coticave b ~ l t  depends on 
tirrie through its dependence on the path K ( t ) .  I can now state the 
theorem that gnar;tntees the existence of solutioris to each of these 
problems. 
'TI~E:OKEM
1 .  ,-Issti~lie that each of Lr, f ;  anti g is a continuous real- 

valueti l'~tnction defined on a subset of the real line. .4ssume that 1 . I  
anc1R are concave. Suppose that $ ( k )  = f ( k ,  S k )  satisfies a bourld $ ( k )  
5 p + kkPant1 that g(z) satisfies the bonncis 0 5 R(X) 5 a fill- real 
number-s p,p. iind a. l 'heri if cup is less tttari the discount factor 6 , PS,  
has a finite-v;llueci solutiorl, and P,(K) has a finite-valueci solrttiori for 
;in\. path K ( t )  such that K ( t )  5 K(0)ea'.  

T h e  proof', given in ;In appendix av;tilat)lc on request, anloutits to a 
check that tlie conditions of theorem 1 in Komer- (lSH(i)at-e satisfieti. 
Sore that if a is less than 6 the inequality cup < 6 allows tor p > I .  'l'hus 
the socially feasible prociuction fur1r:tiori 5 call 1)c glo1,ally co11bt.xi ~ ik ,  
with a nial-ginal social proctuct and an average social protluct of 
krio\vledge that inc-I-ease wit flout 1)ouncI. 

'The analysis of the social planning problem PS ,  in terms of a cur-
rent-valueci Harnilto~iian arid a pfiase plane follows along fatllili~tr 
lines (see, e.g.. Arrow l'ftif: <:ass arid Shell l!)'itk~. 1!)76b). Ilefine I l ( k ,  
X )  = n~;lx,( ! ( c )  + h { k g ( [ % ( k )- cllk)).  For simplicity, assume that the 
fitnctions I'. f :  and g are twice continuously differentiable. 'I'he first- 
orcler necessary coriclitions for a path k ( t )  to be a maximum ht-PS,  
:ire that there exists ;1 path h ( t )  sucli that the system of first-order- 
ciif'ferential equations k = D211(k, A) and A = 6X - L ) , I l ( k ,  X )  are  
satisfied ;trid that the paths satisfy two t)oundarv conditions: tlte initial 
contiition on  k arid the transversalit): condition at infinity, lim,,, 
h ( t ) k ( t ) c .  = 0.:' 
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FIG. 2.-Geometry of the phase plar~e for a typical social optimum. Arrows indicate 
directions of trajecto~ies in different sections of the plane. The rate of change of ihe 
stock of knowledge, k, is zero everywhere on or  below the locus denoted by k = ,O: SO 
denotes the socially optinial trajectory that stays everywhere between the lines A = 0 
ant1 k = 0. 

Under the assumption that lim,,o DU(c)  = m, maximizing over c in 
the definition of N ( k ,  A) implies that DU(c)  = h D g ( [ S ( k )  - c] /k )  
whenever the constraint k 2 0 is not binding: otherwise, c = S ( k ) .This 
gives c as a function of k and A. Substituting this expression in the 
equations for k and ); gives a system of first-order equations that 
depends only on k and A. 

Because of the restriction that k be nonnegative, the plane can be 
divided into two regions defined by k = 0 and k r 0 (see fig. 2). In 
a convenient abuse of the terminology, I will refer to the locus of 
points dividing these two regions as the k = 0 locus. Along this locus, 
both the conditions c = S ( k )and DC'(c) = hDg([%(k)- clik) must hold. 
Thus the k = O locus is defined by the equation D U ( S ( k ) ) = A. By the 
concavity of b', it must be a nonincreasing curve in the k-A plane. 

As usual, the equation ); = 0 defines a simple locus in the plane. 
When the derivative D I N ( k , A) is evaluated along the k = 0 locus, the 
equation for ); there can be written );/A = 6 - D S ( k ) . If D S  increases 
without bound, there exists a value of k such that D 9 ( k )  > 6 for all k 

Scheinkman (1983) prove the necessity of the transversality condition for nonconcave 
discrete-time problems. In continuous time, a proof that requires a local Lipschitz 
condition is given by Aubin and Clarke (1979). 
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larger than i,and for all such k, the A = 0 locus lies above the k = 0 
locus. It may be either upward or downward sloping. If % were con- 
cave and satisfied the usual Inada conditions, A = 0 would cross k = 0 
from above and the resulting steady state would be stable in the usual 
saddle-point sense. Here, A = 0 may cross k = 0 either from above or 
from below. If D%(k) is everywhere greater than 8, the ); = 0 locus lies 
everywhere above the k = 0 locus, and can be taken to be 7ero. 
(This is the case illustrated in fig. 2.) Starting from any initial value 
greater than i, the optimal trajectory (h(t) ,k ( t ) ) ,  t r 0, must remain 
above the region where k = 0. Any trajectory that crosses into this 
region can be shown to violate the transversality condition. Conse- 
quently, kft) grows without bound along the optimal trajectory. 

'This social optimum cannot be supported as a competitive equilib- 
rium in the absence of government intervention. Any competitive 
firm that takes K(t) as given and is faced with the social marginal 
products as competitive prices will choose not to remain at the optimal 
quantities even if it expects all other firms to do so. Each firm will face 
a private marginal product of knowledge (measured in terms of cur- 
rent output goods) equal to Dlf; but the true shadow price of capital 
will be Dl f + SD2f > Dlf. Given this difference, each firm would 
choose to acquire less than the socially optimal amount of knowledge. 

C. 	 Existence and Characterization of the 
Competitzve Equzlibrium 

Under a general set of conditions, this economy can be shown to have 
a suboptimal equilibrium in the absence of any intervention. It is 
completely analogous to the equilibrium for the two-period model. As 
in that model, it is straightforward to show that there is a three-way 
equivalence between competitive equilibria, fixed points of the map- 
ping that sends a path K(t) into S times the solution to P,(K), and 
solutions to an equation of the form DIV(k, Sk) = 0."' In the infinite- 
horizon case, this equation consists of a system of differential equa- 
tions, which can be represented in terms of a phase plane, and a set of 
boundary conditions. 

T o  derive these equations, consider the necessary conditions for the 
concave problem P,(K). Define a Hamiltonian, denoted as H to distin- 
guish it from the Hamiltonian H for the social planning problem PS,: 

'' An explicit proof' of this result is given in Romer (1983).The  method trf proof is 
exactly as outlined in the two-period model. A generalized Kuhn-Tucker theorem is 
used to derive the necessary conditiorls that yield shadow prices for the maxinrization 
problems P,(K) .  Suppose K* is a fixed point. If the consun~er and the firm are facecl 
with the shadow prices associated with P,(K*), the sufficient conditions for their max- 
imization problems are shown to be satisfied at the quantities that solve P,(K*). 
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fi(k, A, K )  = max U ( c )  + A 
, 

71'lien the necessary conctitions for k ( t )  to be a solution to P,(K) are 
that there exists a path A( t ) sucli that &(t )= D2r) ( / i ( t ) .  X( t ) .  K ( t ) )  and ~ ( t )  
= &A(t)  - D , I - i ( k ( t ) ,  A ( t ) ,  K ( t ) )  ariti such tliat the paths k ( t )  anti A ( f )  
satisfy tile boundar-y conditions k ( 0 )  = ko  anti liin,,, A ( t ) k ( f ) ~  = 0.-" 

Suhstit~ltingS k ( t )  for K ( t )  yields an autonomous system of dif.f'eren- 
rial equatiorls, k ( t )  = D&(k( t j ,  A(!) ,  S k ( t ) ) ,  A(!)  = 6 A ( t )  - Di1?(k ( t ) ,  X( t ) ,  
S k ( t ) ) ,  tliat can be chal-acterizeci usirig tile phase plane. l ' h e  t w o  
t)ounciary conditions Inust still hold. Any patlis for k ( t )  arid X(t)  that 
satisfy these equations ant1 the bouriciary coriditio~ls will correspond 
to a competitive equilibrium, and all competitive equilibria can be 
characterized this way. 

Befor-e considering ph;tse diagr-ams, I iiirlst show that a competitive 
equilibritlrn exists for some class of'nlotiels. Standard results colicern- 
ing tlie existence of solutions of differential eq~tatioris c:tll be used to 
prove that the equaticlns for A and k deternrine a unique trajectory 
t1t1-ough any point ( k ,  A) in the pliase plane. 'Tlie dif'ficulty arises in 
sllowing that fhr any given value of' ki, there exists some value of A. 
sucll thxt the transversality conciition at infinity is satisfied along the 
trajectory througlx ( A o ,  A(,). As opposed to tlie case in which these 
equ;itions itre generated by a concave maxi~nization probleni known 
to have a solution, ther-e is no assurance that such a A,, exists. 

'Phe hasic idea in the roof' that such a X o  exists, and hencx that a 
competitive equilit>riunl exists, is illustrated in exarnple 1 f'rom tlie 
next sectioti. 1 ' 0  state tlie ge~leral result, I rieed aciditiorial corlditiorls 
that ct1:tracterize the asy~nptotic behavior of tfie fuiictio~is /' and ,g. 
This is accomplislieci 1)): ~neansof an asymptotic exponent ;is defined 
by Brock anti (;ale ( 1 ! ) 6 9 ) .<.;iven a f'unctiorl I L ( ~ ) ,define the asymptotic 
exponent P oft)  as I' = fitri,, behaveslog,jh(j)l. Koughly speaking, i~(?;) 
atsymptotically like the power f'nnction J". Also, recall that a is the 
maxi~n;il rate of growth for k in~plieci by the 1-esea1.cl1 tech~iology. 

'I'HEOKEM2. 111 ;tdditiori t o  the assumptions of tlteol-en1 1 ,  assunle 
that CJ,f ;  ;irxci g ;ire twice continuously ctifferentiable. Assume also tliat 
silt)= f ( k ,  S k )  has an asymptotic exponent p snch that p > 1 and a p  < 
6 .  Finally, assuine that D g ( x ) has ;in asymptotic exponent strictly less 
than - 1. Let k be such that D ,  f (k .  S k )  > 6 for all k > k. 'Then if ko > k,  
there exists a competitive equilibriutn with externalities in which c ( t )  
nrlti k ( t )  grow \\-ithout bound. 

'I'he proof' is given in Komer (1083, tileorern 3) . 'The assumptio~i on 
the as)-inptotic gr-owth of 3 is self-explanatory. 'I'he assurnl.rtion on 
the asy~nptotic exponent of L>g is sufficit~rlt to ensure the bou~~ciectt~ess 
of K. T h e  condition on D l  f will t ~ e  satisfied in nxost cases in which 3 ( k )  
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= , f (k,  Sk )  is convex. Examples of functions satisfying these assurnp- 
tions are given in the next section. 

Once the conditions for the existence of a competitive equilibrium 
have been established, the analysis reduces once again to the study of 
the phase plane summarizing the information in the differential 
equations. In many respects, this analysis is similar to that for the 
social optimux~l for this economy. The phase plane can once again be 
divided into regions where k = 0 and k > 0. Since by definition 9 ( k )  = 

f ( k ,  S k ) ,  the equations for c as a function of k and A will be identical to 
those in the social optimum: D U ( c )  = X D g ( [ f ( k ,  Sk )  - c ] / k )if k > 0, c = 

f lk ,  Sk )  if k = 0. As a result, the boundary locus for the region k = 0 
will also be identical with that from the social optimum. The only 
difference arises in the equation for A. Although the equality H ( k ,  A) 
= ~ ( k ,  A, S k )  A, S k )  does hold, the derivatives D I H ( k ,  A) and ~ I k ( k ,  
differ. In the first case, a term involving the expression D B ( k )  = D l , f ( k ,  
S k )  + SD2f (k ,  S k )  will appear. In the second case, only the first part of 
this expression, D 1 f ( k ,  Sk ) ,  appears. Therefore, D I H ( k ,  X) is always 
larger than n l f i ( k ,  A, Sk ) .  Consequently, the A = 0 locus for the 
competitive equilibrium must lie below that for the social optimum. 

As was true of the social optimum, the A = 0 locus can be either 
upward or downward sloping. If D l  f ( k ,  S k )  > 6 for all k greater than 
some value k, the h = 0 locus will lie above k = 0 for values of k to the 
right of k .  'Then the qualitative analysis is the sarne as that presented 
for the social optimum. Starting from an initial value ko > k, the only 
candidate paths for equilibria are ones that stay above the k = 0 
region; as before, paths that cross into this region will violate the 
transversality condition. A trajectory lying everywhere in the region 
where k > 0 can fail to have k ( t )  grow without bound only if the 
trajectory asymptotically approaches a critical point where A and k are 
both zero, but no such point exists to the right of k .  Hence, all the 
trajectories that are possible candidates for an equilibrium have paths 
for k ( t )  that grow without bound. The existence result in theorem 2 
shows that at least one such path satisfies the transversality condition 
at infinity. 

D. Welfare Analysis of the Competitit~eEquiEibr2um 

The welfare analysis of the competitive equilibrium is quite simple. 
The intuition from simple static models with externalities or from the 
two-period model presented in Section 111 carries over intact to the 
dynamic model here. In the calculation of the marginal productivity 
of' knowledge, each firm recognizes the private return to knowledge, 
D l  f (k ,  S k ) ,  but 11egIects the effect due to the change in the aggregate 
level, S D 2 f ( k ,  S k ) ;  ark increase in k induces a positive external effect 
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D2f(k, Sk) or1 each of the S firms in tlie economy. Consequently, the 
amount of co~isurnt~tion at any point in time is too high in the cornpet- 
itive equilil)ri~rm and the amount of I-esearch is too low. Any interven- 
tion that shifts the allocation of cLirrertt gootis away f'roni consump- 
tion and toward research will be ~velf;-ire-improvi~lg. As in any model 
with externalities, the government can achieve Pareto i~np~.overnerits 
not available to private agents because its powers of coercion car1 be 
used to ovel-come problems of shirking. 

If the goverllnlerit has access to Inrnp-sum taxation, any number of 
subsidy schemes will supper-t tlie social optimum. Along the patlis 
k*(t) ;ind A*([) f'roni the social optimum, taxes and subsidies must be 
chosen so that the first partial derivative of tile I-Iamiltoriiari tbt- the 
competitive eqltilibriurn with taxes equals the first partial derivative of 
the Hamiltonian for the social plan~iing problem; that is, the taxes 
arid subsiclies must be chosen so that the after-tax private marginal 
131-oduct of krrowiedge is equal to the social marginal prttcluct. This 
can be accomplished by subsitiizing holdings of k, subsidizing accumu- 
lation k. or su1,sidizing output and taxing factors of produc.tion other 
than k. The simplest scheme is for the government to pay a time-
varying subsicly of cr,(t) units of' consnrnption goocis for- each unit of 
knowledge lield by the firm. If this subsidy is chosen to be eciual to the 
ternr rleglected by private agents, al(t)= SD2f(k*(t), Sk*(t)), private 
and sor,ial marginal products will be equal. .A subsidy cr2(t) paid to a 
firm ti>^- each unit of gootfs invested in research \vould be easier- to 
impleme~lt but is harder to character-ire. In general. solving fbr vy(t) 
requires the solution of a system of tliff'erential equations that de- 
pends on the path for k*(t). In the special case in which production 
takes the formf(k, K )  = k"kT, the optimal subsidy can t ~ e  shown to be 
constant, a:! = y/(v + y). ('This calculation is also included i11 the app, 
available 011request.) 

\\'hilt. it is clear that the social marginal prodrict of knowledge is 
greater- than thr private ~narginal produt:t in the ilo-i11terventio11 
competitive ecjuilibrium, this cloes not necessarily imply that interest 
rates in the socially optimal competitive equilibrium with taxes will be 
higher than in the suboptimal equilibrium. In each case, the real 
interest rate on loans rnacle in units of output goods can be written as 
r( t )  = - = P - " D L ~ ( C ( ~ ) )(hit,),where p( t )  is the present value price fol- 
consumption goods at date t. When utility takes the coustarit elasticity 
form Uic) = [c ( ' - "  - 11/(1 - 0), this reduces to r( t )  = 6 + 0(dc) .In 
the linear ~ltility case in which 8 = 0, r will equal 6 I-egardless of the 
path fix consurnptiott and in particulal- will be the same in the two 
equilibria. This call occur even though the marginal protiuctivity of 
kriowletige cliff'ers because the price of knowledge in terms ctf con- 
sumption gooc-ls (equal to the marginal rate of transformation be- 
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tween knowlecige and co~tsumption goocis) can vary. lioltlers of 
knowlecige earn capital gains and losses as well as a direct return equal 
to the private marginal productivity of knowledge. In the case of' 
linear utility, these capital gairis anci losses actjust so that interest rates 
stay the same. 

This logical point notwithstanding, it  is likely that interest rates will 
be higher in the social optimum. On average, i i c  will be higher it1 the 
social optintutii; highel- i~titial I-ates of irlvestrrlent with lower initial 
cc>risumptiori must ultimately lead to higher levels of consurnptioti. If 
there is any curvature in the utility ft~~iction CT,so that 6 is positive, 
interest rates in the optimum will be greater than in the no-
inter-vention equilil>riuni. In contrast to the usual presumption, cost- 
benefit calculatiotis in a suboptimal equilibrinm should L I S ~a social 
rate of ciisc.ount that is higher than the market rate of interest. 

VI. Examples 

To illustrate the rarige of behavior possible in this kind of model, this 
section exanliries specific functional fbrms fbr the ~itility function U j  
the production function.f, and the f'unctiolt g describing the research 
technology. Because the goal is to reach qualitative conclusions with a 
miriitnurn of algebra, the choice of' fiirtctiorial form will be guided 
l~rirnarily1)): analytical convenience. For the procluction function, as- 
sume that f takes the form ~ ~ o t e d  = k"KY. This is conve- above, f ( k ,  K )  
nient because it implies that the ratio of the private anti social mar- 
ginal prodctcts, 

is constant. h'oni~icreasing private marginal productivity i~rij>lies that 
0 < v 5 1: increasing social marginal productivity implies that 1 < y 
+ v. CVith these parameter values, this functional form is reasonable 
only for large values of k. For small values of k ,  the private ar~ci soc-ial 
marginal procitlctivity of knowledge is implarlsibIy small: at k = 0, 
they are both zero. This causes no  problent provicied we take a moct-
erately large initial ko as given. Arl attalysis starting from ko close to 
zero wotild have to use a more cor~rplicatecl (and more reasonable) 
functional for111 for f. 

Recall that the rate of increase of the  stock of'krlowledge is written 
in the homogeneous form k = G f I ,  k )  = kg( I / k ) ,  where I is ourput 
nlinus colisumption. The requirements on the concave fiit~ctiori g are 
the normalizatiitri Dg(O) = 1 and the bound g ( I l k )  < ci for a11 Ilk.  .Art 
analyticallv simple thrm satisfying these requirements is g(z) = cuz/(cu 
+ 2). Kecalli~lg that 6 is the discount rate, tiote that the bounci re- 
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quired for the existence of a sotial optimum as given in theorem 1 
xequires t l i r  adclitiolial restrictlor) that a(v t y) < 8. Given the stdtt~d 
pCir.iuleter restrictions, i t  is eas\ to ver~fy that f anci g satisfy a11 the 
requirements of theorems 1 and 2. 

With this specificatiorl o f  the technology for the etonorny, we can 
reatiilv eua~nlrie the qualitdtive behavior of the model tor logarithmic 
utility C'(c) = l11(c). The E4amiltonian can then be written as 

H(k. A. h.,C )  = In(c) -I- A$( 'r(k9K ,lz -\ 

.Along (the boundary of the region in Mhich) k = 0. Ug(0)= 1 implies 
that c = h ', so k = 0 is derermirled by the equdtion 

l 'he exact fi,rm fr)r the locus A = 0 is algebraically complicated, I~ut it 
is straightforward to show that, for large k, A = 0 lies at>ove the k = O 
locus since U ,f'(k, S k )  will be greater than 6. Also. if' we defir~e the 
curve L I  in the phase plane by the equation A = [1/(6 - cu)]k--', the A 
= 0 locus must cross L I  from above as irlclicatetl in figure 3. flletails 
are given in the app. available on request.) Thus k = 0 behaves as k to 
the power - (V + y) < - I ,  and A = 0 is everitually trapped between ji 
= 0 and ;I line ciescribed by k to the power - 1. I11 figure 3, represen-
tative trajectories t I  arid t2 together with the cori~petitive ecluilibriurn 
trajectory CE arc used to indicate the ciit-ec-tion of trajectories in the 
various parts of' the plane instead of' the usual arrows. 

Because the line LA1is of the form A = [ 1/(8 - a ) ] k  I .  any triljectory 
that eventually remairls below 1,) will satisfy the transversality coltdi- 
tion lirn,-,~"k(t)h(t) = 0. Givert the geometry of'the phase plane, it is 
clear that thrre must exist a trajectory that always remaitls between 
the loci A = 0 and k = 0. Given the initial value A,,, index by the value 
of A all the trajectories that start at a poirit (ko, A) between the two loci. 
'The set of A's correspondir~g to trajectories that cross A = 0 call have 
11o snlallest value, the set of' A's that correspond to trajectories that 
cross k = O car1 have no  largest value, ancl the two sets must be 
disjoint. Thus there exists a value A,, such that the trajectory through 
(ko, ho) crosses neither locus anci milst theref'ore correspond to an 
ecluilibrium. 



FI~; .:\.--(;eon~etr-\ of the competitive ecjciilib~-iuxti for exampie t .  The line L ,  is 
delltied bv the erluation A = I.(& - a)k:/, and /? cirriote repi-esenta~ive tr;!jectories in  
the 1)hase platle: ( :E  tfqrlotes the cornpetiri\e equilii~rium tl-ajectorc, which stays 
e\ervwher.e hrt~veert the A = 0 and k = 0 loci; A,, tierlotes thv initial sl.latlo\t price of 
krlowlectge corresponditrg to the irritial stock of knowlectge h,,. 

In fict, the path resembles a conventional ec~uilibritim i11 which the 
trajectory remains between the ); = 0 and k = 0 loci as it converges to 
;i saddle point, although here i t  is as if' the saddle point has been 
moved infiriitelv far to the right. Since the optirn;ll trajectory canriot 
stop, capital grows without bound. Since the trajectory is downward 
siopirlg and since consumptioil is increasing in k and ciecreasing in A, 
i t  is easy to see that consulnption also grows withotit bounci. Because 
ofttle difficulty of'the algebra, it is 11ot easy lo describe the asymptotic 
rates o f  growtll. 

Suppose now that utility is linear, C! ( r )  = r. In the algebra and it1 the 
phase plane fix this case, we car1 ignore the restriction c r 0 since ir 
will not be biriding in the region of' interest. hfaximizing out c from 
the Haniiltonian l i ( k , A ,  K, c )  = c + Akg((f' - c)/k) irnplies that c = f -
ak(k..; - 1).Theri J - c is positive (hence k is positive) if and only if 
A > 1. 
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F I ~ , .4.-Cieometr? of the competitive equilibriunr fur  example 2 .  The line L2 is 
clehned b\ arr equatiorr of the form A = Ak"'Y-r; t ,  arrti is dertote representative 
tra-jectories irr ttre pllase plarrr; CE,denotes the competitive eq~rilibri~tnr ~rqjectory tlrat 
stays exeryxvhere bet~\.eer~ Lp arid A = 0; A,, derlotes the initial stladox\. price 01' krtowl-
edge. 

In this exarriple, it is possible to put tighter bounds o n  the behavior 
of the ); = 0 locus and, more important, on the behavior of the 
equilibrium trajectory. As demonstrated in tlle appendix (available on 
reauest). A = O is ur~ward sloping and behaves asyniptotically like the 
po\vm function A = B k " ' Y - ' for sorne constant H.For this economy, 
the equilibrium trajectory will lie above the A = O locus, so it is conve- 
nient to define an additional curve that will trap the ecluilibrinm tra- 
jectory from above. For an appropriate choice of' the constant A,  the 
line Lq defined by A = A k v t Y - ' \vill  lie above A = 0 and will have the 
property that trajectories tnust cross it from below (see fig. 4). Since 
trajectories must cross A = O from above, the same geometric argu- 
rrient as used in the last example demonstrates that there exists a 
trajectory that rerriairls between these two lines. Consequently it must 
also behave asymptotically like k"'Y - ' . Since k ( t )  can grow rio faster 
than eat ,  the product A ( t ) k ( t ) will be bounded along such a tr-ajectory by 
a tilnction of' the fort11 e"("+Y)'. Since 6 > (v + ?)a,this trajectory 
satisfies the tratisversality condition ancl corresponds to an equilib-
rinm. 

Along the equilibrium trajectory, A behaves asymptotically like 



FIG..5.-(;eometrv for- the ecori~rity i ~ i  example 2 \vhen an exogenous iticrease of size 
A it1 the btock of  kitowledge is Inosvil to occrtr at a time ?' > 0. i'he eq~rilibritttrr 
trqjectorj nto\es alorrg I ,  until time T ,  at which point it is A units to the lett of [he 
tr-ajectorc CE. ,At t i r ~ ~ eT. the ecotlotrl) j u n ~ p s  hol-irorttally to CE wittt the change in the 
c a p ~ a l  stock, but the path for A(!) i 4  c ~ r t t i ~ i u o ~ l s .  tlleri proteeris alorig I'iie ~q~tilit)ri\rrti 
CE.  A. tie~lotes the initial sitadow price of knowledge in the rase in which tile exogertous 
ir~crease~r,illtake place; A. derrotes [lie lower value that obtairts in art ecoiiom) iri \vIiich 
no exogenous increase will take place. 

k V + y - - 1 . Given the expression noted above for r in terlns o f ' h  arid k, (. 
heh;rves asymptotic;+lly like k v + Y  - akl"(.")(" i Y " and I = ,f - r he-
haves like k l  + (.?)('- y - " .  Then c , I ,  C i k .  and I l k  go to infinity with k .  By 

the ass~i~llptions on the research technology, Ilk going to infinity 
implies that klk approaches its upper bound a.  Consequently, the 
percentage rate of growth o f  output and of consumption will be in- 
creasing, both approaching the asymptotic upper bound a(v  + 7). 

Because the equilibrium tritjectory is upward sloping, this economy 
will exhibit different stability properties from either the conventional 
rnodel or the economy lvith logarithmic utility described above. Fig- 
ure 5 i1lustr;ttes a standard exercise in which a perfect-fixesight equi- 
librium is perturbed. Suppose that at time O it is known that the stock 
of knowledge will undergo an exogenous increase of size A at tirne I' 
and that no other exogenous changes !$ill occur. Usual arbitrage ar-
guments imply that the path for any price like X ( t )  must be continuous 
at time 1'. The path followed by the eqnilibritirn in the phase plane 
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starts on a trajectory like I ,  such that at time 7' it arrives at a point 
exactly A tunits to the left of the trajectory CE from figure 4, which 
woultl have been the equilibriuril in the absence of any exogenous 
change in k .  As the economy e\zolves, i t  Inoves along t l  then.jumps A 
units to the right to the trajectory CE at time 7'. Since e-"'h(t) can he 
interpreted as a time 0 market price for ktlowledge, a fi)reseen future 
increase in the aggregate stock of' knowlecige causes a titile O increase 
in the price for knowledge and a consequent illcrease in the rate of 
irivestriierlt in kno\vledge. Because of the increasing returns, the pri- 
vate response to an aggregate iricrease in tlie stock of knowlectge will 
be to reinforce its ef'fects rather than to dampen them. Since the rate 
of growth ofthe stock of knowledge is iricreasitig in the level, this kind 
of disturbance causes the stock of knowledge to be larger at all future 
dates. hloreover, the magnitude of the difference will grow over time. 
'I'hus small current or anticipated future disturbances can potentially 
have large, permanent, aggregate effects. 

As a cotnparisoti with the first exaniple shows, this result requires 
not only that increasing returns be present but also that marginal 
utility ~ i o t  decrease too rapidly with the level of per capita consump- 
tion. If we had restrictect attention to the class of bounded, constant 
elasticity utility functions, [ c . ( ' - ' )  + I ] i ( l  - 0) with 0 > 1, this phenom- 
enon would riot be apparent. The specific exarnple here uses linear 
utility for cctnvenience, but si~nilar results will hold for constant elas- 
ticity utility function [c('  -') - ] ] / ( I  - 8)fix- vitlues o f 0  close enough 
to zero. 

The analysis of the previous exarnple suggests a simple nlulticountry 
~liodei with no tendency toward convergence in tlie level of per capita 
output. Suppose each country is rnocieleci as a separate closed econ- 
omy of tlie type in exarnple 2. Thus no trade in goods takes place 
among tile different countries, and knowledge in one countrj- has 
external effects o~ily within that country. Even if all cormtries started 
out with the sarrie initial stock of knowledge, sniall disturba~ices could 
create perrn;irient differences iri the level of per capita output. Since 
the rate of growth of the stock of' knowledge is increasing over tinte 
toward an ;ts\:mptotic upper bound, a sr~ialler country .c will always 
grow less rapidly than a larger country I. Asymptotically, the rates of 
growth ( j t i k ) ,  arid ( k / k ) /Ivill both converge to a ,  but the ratios k , /k ,  arid 
r i / c ,  Ivill be moncttonically increasing over time, and the differences 
k [ ( t )  - k , ( t )  and c , ( t )  - c,( t )  will go to infinity. 

It is possible to weaken the sharp separation assumeti between 
countries in this discussion. In particulal-. neither the absence of trade 
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in consumption goods atid kriowledge rior ttie sharp restriction on the 
exterit of the externalities is essential f ) r  the divergence rioted above. 
As in ttie Arrow (1962) learning-by-doing model, suppose that all 
kriowledge is eriibodied either ir i  physical capital or as human capital. 
'rhus k denotes a conlposite good cornposed of both knowletige and 
some kind of tangible capital. In this ernbodied forrn, knowledge can 
be f'reely transported between two different countries. Suppose fur- 
ther ttiat the external effect of kriowledge embotliecl in capital in 
place in one country extends across its border but does so with ciirnin- 
ished intensity. For example, suppose that output of a representative 
firm in country 1 can be described as f'(k, K g ,KP) = kt'(K; i K;), where 
k is ttie firm's stock o f  the composite good, Kl ant1 K2 are the aggre- 
gates in the two countries, and ttie exponent u on the doriiestic aggre- 
gate K l  is strictly greater than the exponent ti on the foreign aggregate 
K2. Production in country 2 is defined symmetrically. Then for a 
specific torn1 ofthe research tec:linology, Romer (1983) shows that the 
key restriction on the equilibriuni p;ittis Skl and Ski, i r i  the two couri- 
tries conies f*om tlie equality of tlie niarginal product of private 
kriowledge imposed by the free nobility of the cornposite good k: 

It'ith the functional form given above, it is easy to verify that, in 
addition to the symrnetric solutiorl k l  = k2, there exists at1 asynimetric 
solution. In that solution. if' k l  is larger than k2 and growing (e.g., 
countuy 1 is iridt~strialized and country 2 is not), the path f b ~ .  k2 ttiat 
satisfies this equation either can grow at a rate slower than that fi)r 
country 1 or may shrink, exporting the coniposite good to the Inore 
tie\,eloped country. " 

This kind of steady, ongoing "capital flight" or "brain drain" does 
not require any f'untiarnerital difference between the two countries. 
They have identical teckinologies. If we assunie that there is perfect 
rnobility in the composite k, it can even take place when both countries 
start f'roni the same initial level of k. If' all agerits are convinced that 
country 2 is destined to be the slow-growing country in an asymmetric 
equilibriu~n,a discrete amount of the cornposite gooti will jurrip im- 
mediately to country I .  'I'hereafter, the two countries will evolve ac- 
cording to equation ( I ) ,  with couritry 2 growing niore slo\\,ly than 
country 1 or possibly even shrinking. 

This ki~id of' nlodel sliotild riot be taken too literally. A mclre real- 
istic model would rieed to take account of other factors of production 
with various degrees of'less than perfect mobility. Nonetheless, it does 
suggest that tlie presence of' increasirig I-eturns and of multiple 

"Details are abailable in ari app. a~ailahle f'l.orn the author. 
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equilibria can introduce a degree of instability that is not present in 
coriveritional models. This identifies a second sense in which small 
disturbarices can have large effects. In addition to the niultiplier-type 
effect fox- a closed economy as described in the last example, a small 
disturbance or a small change in a policy variable such as a tax rate 
coulcl conceivably have a decisive effect on which of. several possible 
equilibria is attained. 

VII. Conclusion 

Recent discussions of growth have tended not to enlpliasize the role 
of increasing returns. At least in part, this reflects the absence of an 
empirically relevant model with increasing returns that exhibits the 
rigor arld siniplicity of' the rnodel developed by Ranisey, Cass, and 
Koopmans. Early atterrlpts at such a model were seriously under- 
mined by the loose treatrrient of specialization as a fi)rm of increasing 
returns with external efitcts. More recent attempts by Arrow, 
Levhari, arid Sheshinski were limited by their dependence on exoge- 
nously specified population growth and by the irnplausible implica- 
tion that the rate of' growth of' per capita income should be a mono-
tonically increasing function of the rate of population growth. 
Incomplete moclels that took the rate of technological change as exog- 
enously specified or that nlade it endogenous in a descriptive fashion 
could ;tddress neither weledre implications nor positive implications 
like the slowirig of' gro~vth rates or the convergence of' per capita 
output. 

The rriodel developed here goes part way toward filling this theo- 
retical gap. For analytical convenience, it is limited to a case that is the 
polar opposite of the usual rriodel with endogenous accumulation of 
pli>.sical capital and no accun~uldtion of knowledge. But once the 
operation of the basic model is clear, it is straightforward to include 
other state variables. The implications for a niodel with both iricreas- 
ing marginal productivity ctf knowledge and decreasing ~narginal pro- 
ductivity of physical capital can easily be derived using the franiework 
outlinecl here; however, the geometric analysis using the phase plane 
is impossible with more than one state variable, and numerical 
nlethods ior solving dynarrlic equation systems must be Since 
the nlodel here can be interpreted as the special case of the two-state- 
mriable model in which knowledge and capital are used in fixed 

1 3 For at1 rsanlple of this kiritl of nt~nierical arlalysis in a motlel with a stock of 
kr~o\vledge arltl a stock of at1 eshat~stihle resource, see Konier anti Sasaki (1985). As in 
the grolvth motlel, iricr-easing returrrs associated witti krro\vlecige can reverse coilverr- 
tiorial presut~iptions; in particular, exhaustible resource prices cart he moiiotonically 
tiecreasirlg for all time. 



proportions, this kind of' extension can only increase tlie range of 
possible equilibrium outcomes. 
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